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November 23, 2022

TOMATOES
Beefsteak
Conventional
Supplies are starting to drop out of Mexico and Canada is finishing up production.
Expecting to see things start moving up once we get into December. We could see costs in
the mid to high $20.00 soon. Until we start up with new production out of Mexico on Vine
Ripe and Round tomatoes expect the Hot House market to stay at these levels.
Organic
Same as the Conventional HotHouse. Lighter supplies and higher prices in December.

Organic Roma
Supplies are still decent out of Mexico and Baja. Demand has been good and the market is
mostly in the $24.95 - $26.95 FOB range. Once we get into December we could see costs
move up into the higher $20’s. We will not see any new supplies starting up and demand
should pick-up with holiday demand.

Grape
Grape tomatoes; both Organic and Conventional are still supply exceeds demand, with very
little production coming from the East coast. Culiacan is still about a month away.
Markets remain in the mid - high $45.00 to $48.00 range on conventional bulk and $48.00
to $52.00 on organic bulk.

Heirlooms
Conventional
California harvest remains limited. Cooler mornings and evenings along with shorter days
are contributing to less harvest. Origin of Mexico remains on gap. Volume crops out of
Mexico will begin late December. Markets remain strong against all regions.
Organic
Baja crops remain limited. Central Mexico remains on crop transition gap. California harvest
has finished for the season. Markets remain strong against all regions.

Medley

Organic Cherry

Medley tomatoes are short but we have good Cherry tomatoes are still in very short supply.
supplies and will continue to.

Organic Sweet King

Organic Purple Crush

Organic Sweet King tomatoes same story,
still in short supply until the 2nd week of
December.

We have decent supply at the moment on
our Organic Purple Crush tomatoes and
should be steady for a couple of weeks.
However, the purple crush variety is very
unpredictable.

Round, Roma and Vine-Ripe
Florida
Tomato Growers continue to work through salvage fields, post hurricane.
Estimating 20-30% volume of what would have normal supply levels.
FOB pricing $29.95 on small rounds, $38.95 on larger sizes, demand exceeds supplies on all sizes.
Roma tomatoes $28.95 FOB.

Mexico
No volume of tomatoes being harvested until early to mid-January, demand exceeds
supplies.
USA
San Diego, California - too few supplies to quote.
Nogales, Arizona - too few supplies to quote.
McAllen, Texas - $50.95 FOB on 2 layer 4x4’s and 4x5’s.
Best quality roma tomatoes $29.95 FOB on larger sizes. $26.95 on mediums.

Tomato on the Vine
Conventional
Supplies will end soon out of Canada (this doesn’t really affect us much) but back East will
be affected more. This could create extra demand out of Mexico though and could help
move the market upwards.
We can expect to see new production out of California the 2nd or 3rd week of December.
Currently the market is $7.00 - $8.00 FOB. We could see things start to go up in a couple
of weeks. With the current tomato situation it makes too much sense for retailers to start
promoting TOV’s. But it really hasn’t happened yet. We’ll have to wait and see if it does.

Organic
The market was pretty good in October and the beginning of November. Supplies have
been good and movement has been steady. But the market seems to have slowed for the
last couple of weeks. Costs have come down and are currently in the low teens. Let’s see
how things move after the holidays.

ONIONS
Colossal and Jumbo Yellow onions are getting shorter.
Medium Yellow onion demand is also picking up for the holidays. Most growers have limited
% of mediums.
The Potential Rail strike in 2 weeks could have a huge impact on freight rates if it happens.
Truck freight from PNW is rising and will increase as the Christmas Tree season starts up.
Red onions market the same.
White Onion market is steady.

POTATOES
Russet

Red and Yellow

With the russet potato yields being down
and size profiles being small we are
experiencing russet potato prices
increasing weekly. Both the carton and the
bale markets are strong. Larger count
russets 40 and 50 counts are limited, 60
and 70 counts are available.

We currently have good supplies on
Conventional and Organic red potatoes.
Conventional yellow potatoes demand has
been up, Organic yellow potatoes are
steady. We are starting to see the quality
issues affecting the yields, with demand
being strong. We will see prices increasing
after Thanksgiving. Best availability on
Reds and Yellows are B and C sizes.

Sweet
Shipping sweet potatoes - all varieties;
organic and conventional.

Fingerlings
All varieties of conventional fingerlings are
available. Organic fingerlings are tight.

White
Washington is going strong - all sizes

available. Freight rates are impacting the
market.

CITRUS
Navel
Conventional
California’s supplies for the most part
continue to be on the smaller sizes. Mainly
peaking on 113s,138s,88s,72s and some
56s. We are expecting 113s to be the main
peak size for the remainder of November.
Organic
California’s new crop is now available. Peak
size will be 113s/88s/138s/72s and limited
on 56s.

Grapefruit
Conventional
Texas is currently shipping in small
quantities as they ramp up their season.
California D3 Rio Red Grapefruit is going
strong. Supplies are a bit tight. Peak size
structure 56s/48s/64s/40s large 36s and
32s remain limited.
Organic
California D3 Rio Red Grapefruit is the main
supply source in the industry and will
remain throughout November. Supplies are
limited with peak sizes being
56s/64s/48s/40s limited 36s/32s.

Limes

Lemons
Conventional
The California D3 crop is at its peak
harvest. Supplies will remain steady
through December. Current peak sizes are
140s/115s/165s/95s. Mexico is going strong
with limited larger sizes 95s.
140s/115s/165s are the current size
structure.
Organic
Mexico imports will remain steady though
November. 115s and 95s are now available.
Mexico peak sizes 140s/165s/115s/95s.
California D3 continues to go strong with
good supplies on 140s, 165s, 115s and 95s.

Steady volume but quality not so great due
to weather conditions in Veracruz, Mexico.
California D1 started shipping lemons.
Good supplies and good quality. Peak sizes
available on 140s/165s/115s.

Mandarin
California mandarin's are now available.

BERRIES
Strawberries
The whole state is getting hit with rain this week with 11.5 inches. The majority of the fruit shipping is still the
summer planted crop. Most grower shippers are not
harvesting on Tuesday of this week and based on the
amount of rain we get it is yet to be determined when
we will get back in the fields. We believe most will be

out of the fields Wednesday due to wet fields. Will know
more once rain is over and all can assess the potential
damage to fruit on the plants. We should all get back in
sometime next week and volume should resume to prerain levels.

Salinas/Watsonville
This is still all of the winter planted crop from 20212022. Most grower-shippers have diverted to
freezer or stopped harvesting for the year. Very
limited volume.

Blueberries
Imports from Peru will continue for
the next 2 weeks and will end as
Chile begins their deal, around
week 51. Overall blue markets are
at much lower levels and will
continue to be for the foreseeable
future due to heavy supply. Blues
are still a great item to promote for
the holidays.

Blackberries
Blackberries are increasing in
production out of Central Mexico
with a peak still expected to hit by
the first week of December.
Demand is on the slower side
overall with prices lower due to the
holiday. The market should stay at
current levels for the next few
weeks. Quality has improved and
will be a great item to promote
through week 51.

Santa Maria
We got a small amount of rain on Monday. The rain
really started Tuesday morning and expect it to
continue with well over an inch expected. Will try
and get around the ranches Wednesday to assess
what it looks like for the balance of this week. We
should not expect to come back with any volume
until next week.
Oxnard
Similar story to Santa Maria. Rain and wet fields will
curtail harvesting until at least Thursday with light
volume for the balance of this week.
Central Mexico
Has been going for the last few weeks with limited
volume. Should start to see some volume by the
end of November.

Raspberries
Raspberry production continues to be steady out of Central Mexico. Peak volume from
Central Mexico is still expected to hit around week 49. Market is slightly lower due to the
holiday. Promotions would be best around week 49/50.

BELL PEPPERS
Green Bells

Colored Bells

Conventional
Green bell peppers out of the Coachella
Valley area are steady. We are seeing more
and more Mexican product out of Nogales;
we are about 2 weeks away from good
supply.

Conventional
Red bell peppers remain tight. Coachella
Valley will have some product for a couple
weeks but it will remain tight until Nogales
starts at the end of December / 1st week of
January.

Organic
Organic Green bell peppers are available
with good volume out of Mexico.

Yellow and Orange bell peppers are
winding down, Canada is almost done and
Texas has very little product. Nogales will
start at the end of December / 1st week of
January.

Organic
Organic Colored Bell Peppers are currently
gapping and will continue to do so until the
3rd week of December.

ORGANIC APPLES
Light volume on most varieties of Organic
Apples vs last year. Limited supplies on the

ORGANIC MINI
SWEET PEPPERS
Limited availability from Mexico.

premium grades.

CUCUMBERS
Organic Hot House

Organic Slicer

Organic Hot House cucumbers are currently
coming from Baja.

Organic Slicer cucumbers available out of
Mexico.

Cucumbers

Persian

Conventional Cucumbers are coming out of
Baja and Nogales. Good supply.

Good supplies and costs on conventional
persian cucumbers. This is a great time to
promote! Quality is still excellent.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS
Conventional
Currently harvesting in California and
Mexico. Demand will slow down for 2 weeks
after Thanksgiving.
Organic
Limited volume available with quality issues.
Demand will slow down for 2 weeks after the
Thanksgiving holiday.

ORGANIC GREEN

CHILIES
Chilies are done out of Baja and Northern
California. Volume is limited out of Nogales
however, we will see improvement on
volume in a couple of weeks because
Sinaloa just started. Good supply on
Tomatillos.

BEANS
We have started nOrganic Green Beans are
currently available out of Mexico.
ew fields in Mexico.

TROPICALS
Mango
Lots of smaller sized mangoes from Ecuador
available right now with more vessels arriving after
the Thanksgiving holiday. Large sized mangos are
still limited.

Pineapples
Conventional
We have very good volume on Veg-Fresh Labeled
Costa Rican 7ct right now. Brix over 14 and internal
color is good. Still limited volumes crossing from
Mexico.
Organic
We have excellent supplies on Costa Rican “GoodLife Organic “ labeled Organic pineapple size 7ct on
hand this week and next week.

ORGANIC SNAP PEAS
We are seeing quality issues at the
moment on Organic Snap Peas.

ORGANIC EGGPLANT
Organic Eggplant will be available out of
Mexico in one week with limited volume.

ORGANIC MELONS
We have Organic Mini Watermelons available out of our Nogales, AZ location.

SQUASH
Soft Squash
Organic soft squash is available from Mexico with good volume on Organic GreenZucchini.
Very limited volume with quality concerns on yellow squash.

Hard Squash
Most of the domestic Organic Squash is done for the season. There is still a little organic
butternut, spaghetti and honeynut.
Volume is increasing out of Mexico on Organic Acorn, butternut, spaghetti and delicata.
Organic Kabocha out of Mexico will start in another week. Organic Honeynut will start out of
Mexico in about 2-3 weeks.
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